Watsan and food for 3 Villages in mozambique
District of Quissanga

1. Título do projecto
FIRST PROGRESS REPORT
May to September 2013

1. Introduction
Grupo de Saneamento de Bilibiza (GSB) is a non-government organization
committed to improving the living conditions of people from the Province of Cabo
Delgado, assisting them to develop actions in the fields of water and sanitation and
agriculture. Urged by the recent cholera outbreak in Cabo Delgado, GSB in
partnership with Arrakis is currently undertaking a “WATSAN and Food Project in 3
Villages of the District of Quissanga”.
The WATSAN and Food project is being implemented in the Villages of Nancarramo,
Namaluco and Bem-Vindo, and aims to reduce the incidence of water borne
diseases, such as cholera, through the development of latrine building and a
sustainable supply chain of low cost Tabletop filters, considering the following main
activities:





Establishment of Tabletop filters sales point in Pemba;
Introduction of Tabletop filters in the Villages of Nancarramo, Namaluco and
Bem-Vindo;
Building latrines and lined wells and training water committees in 3 primary
schools and 3 villages;
Establish 3 Farmers Clubs in the 3 villages and support them with lined wells
and agriculture inputs (bicycles, seeds and watering cans).

In the next session the detailed achievements under the project during this
reporting period (May to end September), will be presented. Progress was reached
particularly in Nancarramo Village where the farmers’ club was established and
farmers started up vegetable gardens; 1 lined well and 4 drilling and 1 Rope pump
were installed, 3 latrines constructed in a primary school and 6 latrines constructed
in the village, and a Baseline Study was conducted. In Pemba, entrepreneurial
women were identified and 1 was trained. The material for part of the next well
drilling and latrines construction was acquired.
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2. Activities and results achieved
Planned Activity
1. TABLE TOP FILTERS
1.1. Startup Commercial Sales
Selection of entrepreneurs
Training entrepreneurs
Acquisition of Table top Filters

Achieved







Running commercial sales point
After sales visit + money collection
1.2. Introduce Filters in 3 Villages
Filters transportation






Filters demonstration



Baseline survey
Follow up with sms’s contact
Final survey





Report writing



Feedback findings to village



2. PRIMARY SCHOOLS
2.1. Build latrines




2.2.

Construct lined well




2.3. Training water committees
3. 3 VILLAGES
3.1. Construct wells and pumps






1 women identified
1 women trained
Process concluded in 30th August
Filter elements and taps were
imported from India
Investigation where to buy
transparent plastic containers
In preparation
Not started yet, planned to October
Filter elements transported from
Maputo to Bilibiza
Preparing purchase of transparent
buckets
3 Sessions held in Nancarramo,
Namaluco
and
Bilibiza
in
September
Concluded in August
Not started yet, planned to October
Not started yet, planned to March
2014
Not started yet, planned to March
2014
Not started yet, planned to May
2014
3 latrines
made in EP1
Nancarramo
Namaluco and Bem-vindo planned
in October and November 2013
1 lined well in EP1 Nancarramo
Namaluco and Bem-vindo planned
for October and November 2013
6 Committees trained in 3 villages
1 manual drilled well +Rope pump
installed in Bilibiza
3 manual drilled wells in BemVindo (still missing the Rope
pumps)
3 in Nancarramo and 4 in
Namaluco planned for October and
November 2013
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3.2.

Construct village latrines

3.3.

Training a technician in 
Meconta

Arrakis Expert visit to the 3 
villages
and
training
in 
technologies

3.4.




4.
4.1.
4.2.
4.3.

3 FARMERS’ CLUB
Construct lined well
Inputs (bicycles, seeds
watering cans)
Training of farmers


and 


12
latrines
constructed
in
Nancarramo (and from this figure 6
latrines
were
additionally
constructed by GSB)
Training held
Mr. Nelson Marcos participated
Visit held in September
GSB members and technicians were
trained
in
manual
drilling,
production installation of Rope
pumps, improving latrine slabs and
assembly of water filters
1 demonstration manual drilling +
Rope pump was constructed
1
gravity
irrigation
system
constructed
Distributed 50 seeds kits, bicycle
and 50 watering cans
3 training sessions held in
Nancarramo village
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a. Detailed Activities
TABLE TOP FILTERS
The WATSAN and Food Project was presented to the local authorities (the District
Services of Health, Women and Social Action of Quissanga) and local leaders in the
village and they all welcomed the initiative and ensured that will provide their
support whenever possible. In this first approach the presentation of Tabletop
filters was made using the documents and pictures that the project team has and
pictures of the previous projects on latrines and lined wells.
In the beginning of September the project was visited by an expert from Arrakis, Mr.
Henk Holtslag and during his visit, on 8th September a demonstration session has
been held in Namaluco, in the presence of government authorities from the District
of Quissanga (directors from the education, agriculture, infrastructure and justice
sector) and community leaders and members. The water used for the
demonstration in the Tabletop filter came from 2 open wells used locally. (The 2
Afridev hand pumps in this village are not functioning). The locals showed interest
and seem willing to pay 600MT (approximately15EURO) per Tabletop filter.

Demonstration of how to use the Tabletop filters
The demonstrations continued being held in the District of Quissanga – in the
Agrarian School and the local Health Unit, where community members, especially
students and people attending the Health Centre could get to know about the filters
and its importance.
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A teacher in the Agrarian School and Mr. Bachir drinking the filtered water.

Demonstration of the Tabletop filters use in the Health Centre.
Additionally in Pemba, GSB has trained 1 entrepreneurial women, Mrs. Fatima
Momade, who will become 1 of the saleswoman and now she has started making the
promotion and sensitization of her neighbors.
ACTIVITIES FOR THE PRIMARY SCHOOLS
In the EP1 of Nancarramo 3 latrines (1 for the teachers and 2 for the pupils – boys
and girls) were constructed. The process of latrines construction started with the
project presentation to the school board that has also indicated the right place for
the latrines and requested the construction of an additional latrine, to avoid that
pupils and teachers use the same latrine. GSB welcomed this initiative and asked the
school assistance to fetch the stakes for the tree latrines and the availability of few
people from the school to assist GSB with the construction. The participation of 2
teachers and 2 community members was helpful and covered the costs of the
construction of the requested additional latrine.
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Latrines constructed in EP1 de Nancarramo
Regarding the lined well, the school did not have space for the construction. Then a
site that is 300m far from the school has been indicated and GSB constructed the
latrine there. The school is using the water for drinking purpose and to irrigate the
vegetable garden and other plants of the school. However when Mr. Henk visited the
project in the beginning of September and saw the lined well, he proposed that GSB
should discard this type of well and opt for tube wells whose cost could be lower
(lined well costs approximately 750 EURO and a tube well costs 400 EURO). This
recommendation was followed in the villages. The EP1 of Nancarramo is using the
constructed well.

The wells constructed for the EP1 of Nacarramo
During the initial visits to Namaluco and Bem-Vindo villages, it was possible to see
that the latrines that GSB has previously constructed in the primary schools of these
villages were not being well preserved, they were dirty and poorly maintained,
while a number of privately owned latrines were well kept. This scenario made GSB
consider that a better option was to introduce the latrines in the households so that
the children can learn from home how to use them and about the “dos and don’ts” in
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terms of sanitation. Then later on parents can show teachers and school director
their latrines and discuss how to implement school latrines.

Latrines at Primary School of Namaluco, constructed by GSB years ago.
Only one is used
ACTIVITIES FOR 3 VILLAGES
The first village to be targeted was Nancarramo, where the project has started with
the project presentation and the conduction of a Baseline Survey, where the main
finding was that the people do not treat the water for drinking. Only one household
has a latrine. The lack of latrines and water could be one of the reasons of the last
outbreak of cholera. The farmers were not organized in associations.
After the conclusion of the preliminary report of the Baseline survey this was
presented to the local community in general lines, and after the discussion and
people knowledge of the project activities planned, they have requested that the
intervention of GSB included the construction of additional latrines and they
committed themselves to contribute with their labor and 250MT (approximately
6EURO) per slab. Therefore, instead of the 6 latrines previously planned for this
village and covered by the budget, GSB has constructed 6 latrines more, meaning
that Nancarramo village now has 12 latrines constructed under the WATSAN and
Food project. GSB will go on promoting the family latrines
Following the recommendation of Mr. Henk, in Bilibiza 1 drilled tube well with Rope
pump was constructed and is being used by the community members. The water is
being sold for a symbolic price (1MT approximately 0,025EURO) to ensure that the
water committee has money to run the maintenance of the holes and acquire spare
parts.
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Production of Rope pumps in the Workshop in Bilibiza.
With the new combination of Soil punch and Tube bailer 3 manual drilled tube wells
were constructed in Bem-Vindo village. The Rope pumps will be installed later
Apart from the construction of latrines and wells, GSB promoted the construction of
dish racks using materials available locally as a way of improving the sanitary
conditions of the people.

The young Adinane at his house, with a dish rack and a clean latrine, as a result of GSB
intervention
One of the GSB water technicians, Mr. Nelson Marcos went to a training in the
SMART Center of Monapo in Nampula. This training was conducted by Mr. Henk.
The main topics were Manual Drilling and Rope Pumps.
Between 6th to 10th September, the Arrakis Expert, Mr. Henk visited the sites where
the project is implemented. The visit started in Pemba with the purchase of material
and equipment for the training on how to produce/make water holes with pumps
(please see the report as annexure). Mr. Henk has trained 3 members of GSB (Mr.
Bachir Afonso, Mr. Nelson Marcos and Mr. Nacir Inácio) in Bilibiza, through 15% of
theoretical lessons and 85% of practical lessons. The main topics of the training
were producing and installation of Rope pumps, installation and treatment of water
with Tabletop water filters as well as it demonstration to the community members,
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production of latrine slabs, pit covers, production and application of well drilling
sets, drilling a 10m well and a 5m well where Rope pump was installed. The water is
now used for irrigation of a horticulture field.

Practical training held in Bilibiza
During this visit Mr. Henk has also visited the villages, where he could assess the
conditions in terms of water and sanitation. He visited also the EP1 of Nancarramo,
where GSB has constructed 3 latrines and a lined well. The visit included the
installation of a pit cover and Rope pump next to the horticulture fields of the
farmers club of Nancarramo.
WASH Shop
For future expansion of activities demonstration of a range of technologies and
training of new drillers and pump producers it is essential that there will be a larger
demonstration and training facility. This could be combined with the actual
production workshop of Bachir. So a proposal is to develop a social enterprise
which will produce products like wells pumps latrines etc. and has a training facility.
This can become a WASH shop. Bachir requests ARRAKIS to help with funds to start
up this WASH Shop for infrastructure, demonstration technologies, training of local
entrepreneurs’ adaptation of trainings materials, and technical assistance.

Installation of a Rope pump on a manual drilled well in Blibiza, during Mr. henk’s visit
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ACTIVITIES FOR 3 FARMERS’ CLUBS
A farmers’ club was successfully established in the village of Nancarramo, with 50
members, 1 management committee and 1 water committee. The club is operational
and started a demonstration vegetable garden of 50x50m (each of the club members
also has a vegetable garden of 50x50m), where the farmers learn to improve their
farming techniques, such as in line production, use of improved seeds, adoption of
new irrigation systems, etc. The farmers are now producing crops that they did not
have before like tomato, lettuce, garlic, onions, kale and are selling this to the Pemba
market as well as improving their daily nourishment.
The farmers were trained in organizing an association and the project team is
currently assisting them to become registered. There was another training on
agriculture techniques, this training is always combined with practical lessons in the
demonstration field, where with the assistance from a Rural Extension Workers the
farmers can raise issues and clear doubts.

The gravity irrigation system introduced and constructed by GSB to assist the farmers
in irrigating their vegetable fields. A loan for materials came from ARRAKIS

The farmers club members cleaning the demonstration field
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A farmers club member transplanting cabagge to its definite field

Farmers clubs members in their new horticulture fields.
3. Unplanned achievements or special, positive developments


Construction of 6 additional latrines in the village of Nancarramo;



Construction of an irrigation system by gravity;

4. Planned results not reached


Start-up of the commercial sales point for the Tabletop filters in Pemba
delayed due to the delay of the import of filters to Maputo, which happened
between 28th August and 14th September with 1 month delay. Now filters are
send to Pemba.
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One instead of 3 entrepreneurial women trained in filters. Now training to
others will start with demonstration of the use of the filters and the
management of small businesses;



Delay of introduction of the filters in the 3 villages.

5. Suggested actions regarding filters


Speed up the process of sending the filters to the District of Quissanga;



Acquisition of transparent buckets for the filters in Mozambique – acquire the
buckets in Tanzania or Malawi. GSB has already contacted a supplier from
Tanzania and he will be able to supply 50 buckets in this first stage. Mr. Henk
has also negotiated the acquisition of the buckets in Malawi, with an
organization that is using the buckets and has a local factory producing them;

6. Effect and Impact of the Project
In general the effect of the project is remarkable because the target group was
identified with the initiative and it is meeting some of their main aspirations:
provision of quality water, sanitary conditions and irrigation systems.
In the village of Nancarramo which has the most benefited from this intervention
so far it is possible to witness the changes that the project has brought to
people’s lives and many of the beneficiary of the latrines, the members of the
clubs and the local primary school are satisfied with the action.
The introduction of the farmers’ club approach was welcomed and the peasants
were grateful, because they can now diversify their crops, have an income from
the sale of the horticulture products as well as improving their daily diet. The
water solutions (gravity irrigation systems and wells with pumps) are also
welcomed.
The local authorities from the villages surrounding Nancarramo, have also asked
GSB to extend their activities to them.
7. Planned activities for the next 6 months


Introduction of Tabletop filters in 3 villages (150 units)



Training of 3 entrepreneurial women



Startup of 4 sales points in Pemba, for ca 300 Tabletop Filters



Construction of 8 water supply points (manual drilling and Rope pump
installation) in the 3 villages to finish the plan and installation of 3 rope pumps
on the 3 manual drilled wells in the village of Bem-Vindo.
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Construction 7 latrines in 2 primary schools and 14 latrines in the 2 villages



Establishment of 2 farmers clubs and demonstration vegetable garden in 2
villages



Final Survey and presentation of the findings to the villages.
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